
Sweetheart 1061 

Chapter 1061: it looks more like a love token … 

 

on the wall of the prize exchange office hung a dazzling array of prizes, from toys, stationery to 

decorations, sports equipment, everything was available. 

yinpi kindergarten was indeed the best elite kindergarten in the country. the prizes they prepared were 

all of high quality. 

each prize had a picture of a flower drawn by the teacher, representing the number of red flowers 

needed to be exchanged. 

the little dumpling was holding a large pile of red flowers in her hands. it was enough to exchange for 

any prize she wanted. 

she tilted her head and stood in front of the exchange teacher. she looked to the east and west, as if she 

couldn’t make a decision. 

the teacher waited for a while before asking, ” “mu tianxin, have you chosen your prize?” 

the little dumpling nodded and pointed behind the teacher. ” i want this bear! ” 

luo chenxi turned around to take a look. she discovered that it was a huge, relaxed bear plushie that was 

even taller than the little dumpling. the corners of her lips curled into a knowing smile. 

it was no secret that her little dumpling liked soft bear dolls. 
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the teacher took the little red flower from the little dumpling’s hand and handed her the relaxing bear. 

the little furball carried the relaxed bear and turned to run towards them. 

luo chenxi noticed that the soft toy was too big. she was afraid that she would lose her balance and fall, 

so she quickly took a step forward in an attempt to support her. 

unexpectedly, after the little dumpling ran a few steps, he suddenly stopped right beside bo shaoxuan. 

she turned around and sent the huge doll in her arms in bo shaoxuan’s direction. 

“brother shaoxuan, this is for you!” 

“tangtang, this is for you!” 

two childish voices sounded at the same time. 

luo chenxi fixed her eyes on the item and noticed that bo shaoxuan had exchanged for a high-class light 

bear without her knowing. he was about to give it to the little dumpling. 

the two little fellows handed the bear to each other at the same time. 



the surrounding parents let out a ” wow ” in unison. 

“it’s so cute!” 

“these two little kids are so cute!” 

“this must be the legendary childhood sweethearts!” 

there were also many people who deliberately turned their heads to look at young master mu, their 

eyes full of meaning. 

what was the use of his future father-in-law standing in the middle? the little fellow was already so 

loving! 

mu yichen’s face was so dark that it looked as if ink was about to drip from it. he strode forward with his 

long legs and rushed to the little dumpling’s side in two steps. 

“enough, you two split up! bo shaoxuan, my tang tang already has a bear, didn’t you see? i don’t need 

you to send her! tang tang, how many bears do you want? daddy will buy them for you. ignore this 

stinky brat!” 

the little dumpling pouted and mumbled, ” tang tang doesn’t want the bear. she wants to give the bear 

to brother shaoxuan! ” brother shaoxuan let me win just now!” 

she was very smart. 

it was fine if it was only once or twice, but every time she was about to lose, bo shaoxuan would 

suddenly perform abnormally. this was definitely not a coincidence. 

mu yichen’s face darkened. he was about to say something. 

all of a sudden, he heard luo chenxi’s voice coming from behind him. 

” tang tang is carrying a male teddy bear home, while shaoxuan is carrying a female teddy bear home. 

they look more like love tokens … ” 

mu yichen was stunned for a moment. he quickly turned his head to take a closer look. 

he discovered that the matter was just as luo chenxi had described! 

the two children both wanted to give each other bears, so they deliberately chose bear cubs of the same 

gender as each other, and they happened to be a pair! 

mu yichen was extremely depressed. ” can this bear still retreat?! ” 

“ah? this, this … i really can’t!” the teacher quickly shook his head. ” young master mu, please don’t 

make things difficult for us. ” 

Chapter 1062: who was the man in the car? 

 

in the end, the two children exchanged their big bears under mu yichen’s dissatisfied gaze. 



there were still some little red flowers left. 

she blinked her big eyes and thought for a while, then changed to a pair of ping pong rackets. 

her little mouth even mumbled in a low voice,”daddi and big sister like to play table tennis. give this to 

them. they can play together and also teach tang tang how to play ~” 

upon hearing this, mu yichen’s slight displeasure earlier was instantly wiped away. 

the corners of his mouth couldn’t help but curl up. 

luo chenxi chuckled to herself and kissed the little dumpling’s tiny face. 

this little guy … was really a clever little boy! 

as long as she liked someone, there was no one who would not be coaxed by her. 
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the sports meet came to an end. luo chenxi and mu yichen left the kindergarten with the little dumpling. 

luo chenxi took a glance at bo shaoxuan when they were at the door and asked, ” “shaoxuan, is 

someone from your family coming to pick you up? how about we send you home?” 

bo shaoxuan opened his mouth, but before he could say anything. 

a silver-gray rolls-royce drove over from not far away and stopped in front of them. 

the car door opened, and a woman in a crimson business suit got out. 

she appeared to be very young and was not much older than luo chenxi. however, her beautiful and 

perfect face was dressed in an extremely mature and steady professional attire. it made her look 

imposing and filled her with a cold temperament that kept strangers away. 

the woman got out of the car and said coldly, ” come here! ” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. she was still in a daze. 

at this moment, bo shaoxuan, who had been obediently following behind her and mu yichen, suddenly 

moved and walked forward quickly. 

“shaoxuan, don’t run around!” luo chenxi spoke in an attempt to stop him. 

in the end, she saw bo shaoxuan walk straight to the woman in red. he even lowered his head and called 

out softly, ” “mother!” 

luo chenxi widened her eyes in shock. 

this woman, who looked as cold as an iceberg, was actually bo shaoxuan’s mother, the legendary mrs. 

bo! 

if she hadn’t seen it with her own eyes, she wouldn’t have been able to associate her with the soft and 

polite bo shaoxuan and the calm and reserved first young master bo … 

mrs. bo looked at her son. there wasn’t a smile on her face and there was no fluctuation in her voice. 



“hurry up and get in the car. i still have to go to the company for a meeting after i send you home!” 

bo shaoxuan’s little face turned pale. he turned and waved at the little dumpling. 

“tang tang, i’ll be leaving first, see you next week! goodbye, uncle mu, goodbye, aunt mu!” 

“hurry up,” mrs. bo urged impatiently. 

bo shaoxuan was obviously afraid of his mother. he hurriedly opened the back door and got into the car. 

luo chenxi was frowning as she watched from the side. 

it was said that young master bo and his wife didn’t have a good relationship. she didn’t think it was a 

big deal at first. after all, no one could say clearly about love. although she felt that young master bo 

should be a good husband, his wife might not like his type. 

however, the way mrs. bo treated bo shaoxuan today made her feel uncomfortable. 

what kind of mother would treat her own child like this? 

however, this wasn’t something an outsider like her could interfere with. 

luo chenxi endured it again and again but she did not speak. she even held the little dumpling tightly for 

fear that the little dumpling would rush out on her own. 

bo shaoxuan got into the car and mrs. bo also turned around, ready to leave. 

“mu yichen, let’s go too …” luo chenxi said. 

before she could finish her sentence, her eyes suddenly widened and she watched in shock as young 

master mu strode towards the bo family’s car. 

he pressed on the car door, stopping mrs. bo from closing the door. 

his expression was dark.”mrs. bo, if i may ask … who is the man in the car?” 

Chapter 1063: you’d better tell tingyuan these words! 

 

luo chenxi did not expect mu yichen to ask such a question. she raised her brows in surprise. 

mrs. bo’s expression changed instantly and a trace of panic flashed past her eyes. 

she took a step back and pressed on the car door in an attempt to close it. however, she was no match 

for mu yichen’s strength. she could not close the door no matter what. 

she said angrily,”young master mu, what does this have to do with you?” aren’t you being too nosy? 

please get out of the way! i’m in a hurry.” 

however, mu yichen had already taken advantage of the time to get a clear look at the person in the car. 

his expression turned even uglier. ” mrs. bo, i remember that you had an agreement with tingyuan back 

then. you’ll no longer be in contact with this man! and now? you actually brought him out in public and 

even came to the kindergarten to pick up shaoxuan! what do you think tingyuan is?” 



mrs. bo realized that she couldn’t hide it anymore. her face turned cold. ” mu yichen, i’ll say it again. this 

has nothing to do with you! ” besides, bai chuan and i aren’t in the kind of relationship that you’re 

thinking of!” 

mu yichen sneered,”i don’t know what’s your relationship with him, and i don’t want to know either! i 

only know that my brother tingyuan has done so much for you. my only request is for you to cut off all 

ties with xu baichuan! you promised him, but you’re already in contact with xu baichuan without him 

knowing!” 

” that’s because … ” mrs. bo wanted to rebut but she suddenly choked. 
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“what does that have to do with you?” i have no obligation to explain to you, and you have no right to 

stop me from leaving! get out of the way!” 

mu yichen sneered and said,”that’s right. you don’t have to explain it to me. you should explain it to 

tingyuan instead!” however, since xu baichuan is here, i can’t let shaoxuan leave with you. shaoxuan, 

come over to uncle mu, i’ll send you back.” 

bo shaoxuan’s little face was full of embarrassment. for a moment, he did not know how to react. 

“mu yichen, what do you mean?” mrs. bo said angrily. i’m bo shaoxuan’s mother, what’s wrong with him 

being with me?” 

mu yichen sneered but he did not take a single step back. 

both sides were in a deadlock, unwilling to give in. 

at this moment, the man in the sports car suddenly opened the door and got out of the car. 

luo chenxi looked at him out of curiosity and realized that xu baichuan was quite good-looking. he was 

the type of man who was popular nowadays. he had handsome facial features as if he had walked out of 

a comic book, but his temperament was more feminine. 

he was completely different from bo tingyuan’s tall, steady, and reserved type. 

after xu baichuan alighted from the sports car, he quickly walked up to mu yichen. ” young master mu, 

please step aside! also, even if you’re young master bo’s friend, you can’t slander us like this!” 

“you’d better tell these words to tingyuan!” 

mu yichen squinted his eyes and swept his cold gaze across xu baichuan’s face. 

xu baichuan subconsciously took half a step back. it was obvious that he could not withstand mu 

yichen’s fierce aura. 

mu yichen took out his phone and was about to call bo tingyuan. 

xu baichuan’s expression changed when he saw the situation. he was extremely anxious, and his anger 

was suddenly ignited. he took the opportunity when mu yichen was not paying attention to throw a 

punch at him! 



although xu baichuan did not look strong, he had learned combat skills before. 

this punch was very tricky and caught him off guard. once it hit, it was inevitable that his ribs would be 

broken. 

“be careful, hubby!” 

luo chenxi’s expression changed. she immediately pounced toward mu yichen. 

Chapter 1064: it was mrs. mu who kicked him down! 

 

even so, mu yichen had already noticed the unusual movement behind him before luo chenxi arrived. 

the cold smile on his face deepened as he turned around unhurriedly. he raised his hand and blocked xu 

baichuan’s punch. 

mu yichen exerted force on his wrist and twisted it abruptly. 

xu baichuan’s face contorted in pain as he cried out in pain. 

immediately after, a crisp ” crack ” sound was heard. it was obviously the sound of bones breaking. 

mu yichen retaliated ruthlessly and was about to shake the person off. 

however, at this moment, the little woman’s sweet voice was heard, and a figure quickly pounced over. 

luo chenxi was eager to protect her husband. she lifted her long leg all of a sudden and kicked xu 

baichuan’s chest forcefully! 

another crisp “ka la” sound! 
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the counterattack of the two actually took less than a second. the two sounds of bone cracking were 

connected together, as if there was only one sound. 

xu baichuan’s arm had just been twisted, and he was hit in the chest. he could not withstand the force at 

all. he fell to the ground from luo chenxi’s kick. he was in so much pain that he could not even get up. 

“whoosh …” 

a series of exclamations came from the surroundings. 

no one would have thought that someone would fight in front of a kindergarten, and it was the famous 

young master mu! 

however, everyone could tell that xu baichuan was the one who started the fight, and that was why the 

mu couple retaliated. 

“what’s going on? why would someone dare to attack young master mu?” 

“i don’t know. i’ve never seen this man before, so i don’t know him …” 



“hehe, you really don’t have eyes. don’t you know that young master mu has won the chinese martial 

arts championship before? he dared to hit young master mu, wasn’t that courting death? you can’t get 

up now, can you?” 

“you must be mistaken. why did i see that it was mrs. mu who kicked the person down!” 

“i saw that it was also mrs. mu! oh my god, she looked so beautiful, but she was so violent! no wonder 

you were first in every event in the sports meet just now!” 

“i’m really worried for young master mu. he won’t get beaten up by madam at home, will he?” 

on the other hand! the little dumpling was overjoyed. she skipped over and looked at luo chenxi with an 

adoring gaze. ” big sister! you’re so sweet! ” he’s so handsome!” 

luo chenxi did not think much of it initially, but she reacted to the situation at once when she heard the 

little dumpling’s voice. 

she couldn’t help but cover her face. 

oh my god! 

she actually beat someone up in front of the little dumpling! 

she had set a bad example for the little dumpling again … 

“stupid woman, what are you doing here? can’t you just stand there and not move? ah?” mu yichen’s 

flustered and exasperated voice was heard above her head. 

luo chenxi glared at him. ” i’m just worried about you. ” 

“what are you worried about? do you think that i can’t beat such a weakling?” 

“there’s always a” what if “in everything …” 

“there’s no” what if “!” 

mu yichen was too busy scolding his wife. 

on the other end of the phone, mrs. bo had already helped xu baichuan up and dragged him into the car 

when they weren’t paying attention. 

then, he drove off immediately. 

the silver-gray rolls-royce sped away. 

by the time mu yichen and luo chenxi realized that something was amiss, it was already too late to stop 

them. 

mu yichen’s face darkened. ” this woman … she’s too shameless! tingyuan was sincere to her, but she 

only knew how to make use of tingyuan! tingyuan must be blind to fall in love with her at first sight and 

insist on marrying her back then!” 

luo chenxi furrowed her brows. ” what’s going on exactly? ” 



mu yichen had already calmed down by now. ” get in the car first. i’ll tell you when we’re home. ” 

Chapter 1065: it’s rare for my wife to take the initiative 

 

luo chenxi looked at the little dumpling by her feet and the growing number of onlookers in the 

surroundings. she realized that this was not the place to talk. 

he bent down and picked up the little dumpling, then quickly got into the mu family’s sports car. 

mu yichen sat in the car and made a few calls. 

first, he called zhuo feng and the mu group’s public relations department, asking them to suppress the 

news and not let the incident at the kindergarten appear in the news. 

then, he dialed bo tingyuan’s number. 

luo chenxi, who was sitting beside him, glanced at the name ‘bo tingyuan’ on his phone. she 

immediately perked up her ears. her gossiping heart was burning as she planned to eavesdrop. 

unexpectedly, mu yichen held the phone in his hand and did not say a word. he only heard the person 

on the other end say that he did not know what was going on. then, he hummed and hung up the 

phone. 

luo chenxi blinked her eyes. she felt even more puzzled in her heart. 

just as he was about to ask, the sports car arrived at the mu family’s villa and stopped. 
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luo chenxi had no choice but to get out of the car with the little dumpling and go home. 

at night, she coaxed the little dumpling to sleep. it was rare for her to take the initiative to return to the 

master bedroom. she read a book while she waited for mu yichen. 

young master mu pushed the door open and saw that his little woman was not in the children’s room. 

instead, she was sitting on the edge of the bed after a good shower. a touch of light flashed in his eyes. 

“stupid woman, why are you so well-behaved today?” 

luo chenxi had an innocent expression on her face. ” you’re making it sound as if i’m causing trouble 

every day. ” 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips curled up. ” isn’t that so? you’ve been going against me every day, today 

is a rare day …” 

as he spoke, he quickly removed the tie around his neck, unbuttoned his shirt, and walked quickly to the 

bed. 

it was rare for his wife to take the initiative. if he didn’t do anything, he would be too insensitive! 

however, just as he sat down close to luo chenxi and was about to pull her into his arms, two small 

hands suddenly pressed against his chest and pushed him back forcefully. 



“why are you so close? i still have questions to ask you!” 

“problem?” mu yichen was stunned. 

luo chenxi nodded. ” yeah! you still haven’t told me what happened this afternoon! didn’t you say that 

you’ll tell me the details when you return?” 

mu yichen’s face darkened. ” what’s there to talk about about that kind of trivial matter? every moment 

of the night is worth a thousand pieces of gold. don’t let that kind of thing affect the atmosphere. we’ll 

talk about it tomorrow …” 

“no, no way! hurry up and tell me! i’m really worried. mrs. bo doesn’t seem to like shaoxuan! how could 

she do this? could it be that bo shaoxuan was not her biological son? and who’s that man in the car?” 

” you … ” mu yichen was exasperated. 

however, after a moment of hesitation, he sat up straight. ” alright, you should know about these things. 

” 

it was inevitable that luo chenxi would come into contact with the bo family in the future. it would be 

better for her to understand the situation earlier so that she could be prepared. 

mu yichen furrowed his brows. ” that woman’s name is jiang yucheng. she’s the eldest daughter of the 

jiang corporation. you should have heard of the jiang corporation, right? he’s also a big family in T city.” 

luo chenxi said in astonishment,’she’s the young miss of the jiang family? last time, fang ziqian said she 

was the president of a big company. could she be the president of jiang corporation? then she’s really an 

amazing heroine!” 

the jiang family was indeed a big family, but it wasn’t one of the top noble families because it had been 

poorly managed for several generations. 

however, after this generation had a vigorous and decisive female ceo, it suddenly became one of the 

top ten companies in T city. 

Chapter 1066: how can there be a mother who doesn’t love her child? 

 

this female ceo rarely appeared in public. 

however, to be able to do this, her ability was beyond doubt. 

ninety-nine percent of the men could not compare to her. 

upon hearing luo chenxi’s words, mu yichen could not help sneering, ” “how could jiang yucheng have 

such great ability? the jiang family had relied on the bo family’s power to be where they were today! 

tingyuan would rather suffer losses and compensate money to introduce various resources to the jiang 

family, forcibly raising this woman and her maiden family up. and the result? how did she repay 

tingyuan?” 

“ah? what’s going on?” luo chenxi’s mouth was agape. 



mu yichen composed himself. ” i’ll tell you from the beginning. ” 

” i don’t know when tingyuan started to like jiang yucheng, but when we were studying in country M, he 

always had that woman’s photo in his wallet. at that time, we all thought that she was his girlfriend and 

we were very envious of him. ” 

“after returning to the country, tingyuan was only 22 years old. he planned to get married and go to the 

jiang family to propose marriage. at that time, old master jiang was very old and his health was not 

good. he had always wanted to find someone to rely on for his granddaughter. when he saw tingyuan 

coming to his door, of course, he agreed to the marriage without a second thought and jiang yucheng 

did not object. the two of them had their wedding very quickly.” 

“tingyuan was very excited the whole time. we also thought that he would soon have a happy marriage 

life. whoever knew that when we met him again a few months later, he seemed to have changed into a 

different person. we took turns to persuade him and finally found out the truth from his mouth.” 
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“it turns out that jiang yucheng has a boyfriend who grew up with her. he’s the xu baichuan you saw just 

now. she agreed to marry tingyuan for the sake of the jiang family and elder jiang. after their marriage, 

they were still in a relationship, and tingyuan found out …” 

luo chenxi frowned and was furious. ” how could jiang yucheng do this? ” since she had agreed to marry 

bo tingyuan, she should draw a clear line with her ex-boyfriend! besides, young master bo was a 

talented man. how was he not worthy of her? did she have to feel so wronged? i think young master bo 

should divorce her!” 

mu yichen squinted his eyes. ” we tried to persuade tingyuan to get a divorce back then. however, 

tingyuan told us that jiang yucheng was pregnant … ” 

“ah? she was pregnant? she’s pregnant with shaoxuan, right?” 

mu yichen nodded. ” that’s right. tingyuan said that he doesn’t want to get a divorce for the sake of the 

child. not long after, bo shaoxuan was born. we thought that everything would be better after we had a 

child. ” however, who knew that not only did jiang yucheng not have any intention of living well with 

tingyuan, but she was also very cold to shaoxuan. tingyuan seemed to have raised this child alone … ” 

luo chenxi widened her eyes in surprise. how could there be a mother who didn’t love her child? it’s 

simply unbelievable!” 

“the most unbelievable part is yet to come.” mu yichen’s voice grew colder. ” tingyuan has been sparing 

no effort to help the jiang family in order to make her happy. however, this woman doesn’t appreciate it 

at all. she’s been having an ambiguous relationship with xu baichuan. ” “once, tingyuan couldn’t take it 

anymore and said that he wanted to withdraw the funds used to support the jiang family. that woman 

was scared and swore that she would never contact xu baichuan again …” 

” the result is what we saw today. ” 

luo chenxi was truly infuriated after listening to mu yichen’s account. 



in the past, she only knew that young master bo and his wife didn’t get along. however, she didn’t 

expect that there were so many twists and turns behind the scenes. 

“jiang yucheng is really too much! then what did you say to young master bo when you called him?” 

Chapter 1067: that little brat is not allowed to enter our house! 

 

” i didn’t say anything. tingyuan already knows about that woman and xu baichuan. he told me not to 

get involved. ” 

mu yichen’s eyes were filled with iciness. he scoffed coldly. ” heh, i really admire tingyuan. he’s already 

been cuckolded, yet he’s still so calm! he really didn’t know what he was thinking! jiang yucheng has 

been plotting against him all along. will he only wake up after the entire bo family is involved?” 

luo chenxi was furious at first, but she calmed down a little when she saw the side profile of mu yichen’s 

face that was trying to suppress his anger. 

she quickly moved closer and hooked her arm around mu yichen’s arm. ” alright, alright. don’t be angry 

anymore. i know that you’ve always treated bo tingyuan as your brother, but when it comes to matters 

of the heart, it’s not something that can be solved with just a few words from us outsiders … back then, 

bai shixun and the rest kept persuading you to divorce me, but you ignored them, didn’t you?” 

mu yichen turned his head and glared at her. ” stupid woman, is our matter the same as this? i’m 

marrying you! if it was luo chenxin, i would have divorced her a long time ago.” 

luo chenxi was aware that she had said the wrong thing. she stuck out her tongue, grabbed his arm, and 

shook it. 

“i was wrong, okay? you should have confidence in young master bo! i’m a little worried about 

shaoxuan. if his parents really get into a fight, we won’t be able to take care of him. why don’t we bring 

him home to stay for a while …” 

“no!” 

before she could finish her sentence, she was interrupted by mu yichen. 

“that little brat is not allowed to enter our house!” 
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now, the little dumpling was only thinking about her ” brother shaoxuan “. if the two little guys lived 

under the same roof and got along with each other all day long, how terrible would that be? 

luo chenxi was stunned for a few seconds before she reacted to the situation. she was rendered 

speechless at once. 

“can you not be so petty? i told you, kids don’t know that much!” 



mu yichen snorted. ” you don’t have to care about that. even if tingyuan doesn’t have time to care 

about him, he still has his grandparents! rather than meddling in other people’s affairs, you might as 

well worry about yourself!” 

luo chenxi blinked her eyes. she was puzzled. what’s wrong with me?” 

mu yichen swept her a glance and spoke unhurriedly, ” i’m attending the sports meet today for my 

daughter’s sake, not for that rascal from the bo family. how could you sell your husband out just like 

that?! ” 

luo chenxi shuddered as she sensed the danger. she laughed drily hastily, ” “my dear, how … how can 

you call this selling your husband? shaoxuan is also your good buddy’s son … besides, tang tang only got 

first place because you helped her cheat. look how happy she is …” 

“hehe, there’s no need to quibble. it’s useless to say anything! today … i’m going to teach you some 

family rules!” 

luo chenxi jumped up from the bed at once when she heard young master mu’s deep and magnetic 

voice. she was about to run away. 

she was done for. she had forgotten how petty this man could be! 

usually, if she provoked young master mu during the day, she would be alert and hide at the little 

dumpling’s place at night, holding the little amulet tightly. 

however, because of bo tingyuan’s incident today, her attention had been diverted and she had 

forgotten what she had done in the morning. now, she had actually come to her own doorstep … 

luo chenxi’s reaction was swift, but mu yichen’s actions were even faster. 

he grabbed luo chenxi’s slim waist and flung her back gently onto the bed. 

“mu yichen … let me explain. calm down … wuwuwu!” 

Chapter 1068: some people say that this is a clear slap in the face, what do you think? 

 

the next morning, when luo chenxi went downstairs with her aching back, she realized that mu yichen 

was no longer there. 

according to tan yueru, she received a call from he jinsi early in the morning and went out with him. 

“ah,” luo chenxi replied,”they must have gone to the bo family’s house.” 

tan yueru was puzzled,”the bo family?” did something happen to tingyuan?” 

luo chenxi hesitated for two seconds, but she still told tan yueru about what happened the day before. 

tan yueru understood after hearing the beginning, and her expression was one of disappointment. ” it’s 

because of jiang sicheng again! ” sigh, i also watched this boy from the bo family grow up. he’s good in 

everything, but he found such a wife! i really pity shaoxuan!” 



as she was saying that, she could not help but take a few more glances at luo chenxi. her heart was filled 

with joy. 

she had thought that her eldest son was going to marry a disgusting woman. she did not expect that he 

would marry luo chenxi by chance. 

if it wasn’t for this daughter-in-law, the mu family would be in chaos! 
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on the other hand, luo chenxi did not notice tan yueru’s gaze. she quickly finished her breakfast and 

rushed out of the house to go to SL holdings. 

it was a saturday, not a working day. 

however, she had already passed yan heng’s interview and became the design director of the ” gorgeous 

turn ” crew. 

according to the crew’s arrangements, she would be joining the crew in two months. by then, she would 

not be able to work at SL holdings. 

she still had a lot of work to do. FADE’s new series was going to be released soon, so she had to arrange 

all these things in advance. 

therefore, it was inevitable to work overtime. 

luo chenxi had been busy in the company for the entire day and only left at half-past four in the 

afternoon. 

as she packed her things, she took out her phone and took a look. 

good, there were no missed calls. 

it seemed that mu yichen was still dealing with bo tingyuan’s matter and did not have the time to care 

about where she went. he probably did not even know that she had come to the company to work 

overtime on the weekend. 

this would save her the effort of coaxing her husband. 

luo chenxi was in a good mood. she planned to drop by the supermarket on her way home to buy the 

little dumpling some of her favorite dishes. 

however, just as she stepped out of the main entrance of SL holdings, a large group of reporters 

suddenly emerged from the corner and blocked her way at the door. 

“miss xingchen, what are your thoughts on the independent designer han meixin’s accusation? do you 

have anything to say?” 

“miss xingchen, there’s already concrete evidence online to prove that the interview for the ‘gorgeous 

turn’ crew was indeed unfair, and you said yourself on the day of the interview that you became the 

design director with your own ability! some people say that this is a clear slap in the face. what do you 

think?” 



” miss xingchen, can you reveal how much the mu family has invested to make director yan, who has 

always been known for his integrity, compromise and let you join the crew? ” 

“miss xingchen …” 

the reporters had obviously been waiting at the door for a long time. 

it was not easy for them to meet luo chenxi, so they all rushed over impatiently and tossed out a bunch 

of questions. 

luo chenxi did not expect that there would be reporters here. 

although she was a hot topic now, everyone knew that she was the designer of SL holdings. this was no 

longer new news. 

usually, no reporter would be so bored as to follow her to the company every day to secretly take 

photos of her. 

more importantly, she couldn’t understand a single word of the reporters ‘questions. 

Chapter 1069: who is the most searched person this year? 

 

who was han meixin? what did he accuse her of? 

and what was the so-called evidence of unfairness in the crew? 

luo chenxi frowned and did not know how to respond for a while. 

“everyone, please stop for a moment. i don’t know what you’re talking about …” 

she tried to explain, but the reporters were all afraid of missing the headlines, so no one was willing to 

step back. the microphones were almost stuffed into her mouth. 

luo chenxi’s frown deepened. 

fortunately, the mu family’s bodyguards and the security guards of the SL group had noticed the 

situation here and rushed over in time. 

the bodyguards protected luo chenxi and squeezed their way out of the crowd. 

luo chenxi was only relieved after she got into the sports car. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

he quickly took out his phone and went online to see what was going on. 

in the end, the moment she opened weibo, she realized that … she was on the hot search again! 

the corners of luo chenxi’s lips twitched once. 

if one were to ask who was the person on the most searched hashtags this year, it would certainly not 

be any popular young male artistes or young female artistes. it would be her, luo chenxi! 



before mu yichen announced his marriage, she had already made it to the hot search a few times. 

after the announcement of their marriage, even going to the supermarket to buy groceries would make 

the headlines … 

however, the situation this time was slightly different from the past. 

on the surface, the target of the other party’s bombardment was the ” magnificent turn ” crew and yan 

heng. 

“@ gossip entertainment: #” gorgeous turn “crew exposed another scandal ##yan heng’s reputation 

gone down the drain #a movie of the same name adapted from the famous novel” gorgeous turn “is 

about to start shooting, attracting the attention of countless netizens. the new designer, stars sparrow, 

was selected to become the design director of the crew. because of her identity as the young mistress of 

the mu family, it caused a heated discussion. the crew has always adhered to the principle of fair 

selection and claimed that xingchen was chosen because of her design skills.” 

“however, a famous independent designer,@ ms. han meixin, who recently participated in an interview, 

revealed the unknown truth of the interview to the reporters.” 

“it turns out that during the interview, the crew asked the designers to complete the design of a 

costume within four hours according to the plot of the novel. in the end, according to the finished 

clothes of the interviewees, they chose stars. however, han meixin felt that the famous designer who 

returned from abroad @ fu jiatong’s design was obviously better than xing chen’s, so she pointed out 

that the selection of the crew was unfair. miss han also provided the two designers “completed works to 

the reporter.” 

“dear netizens, whose design do you think is more outstanding and more qualified to be the design 

director?” 

luo chenxi could not help frowning upon reading the text. 

she scrolled to the bottom and saw that the attached picture was of the two clothes that she and fu 

jiatong had made on the day of the interview. 

the picture was blurry, so it was obviously taken secretly. 

luo chenxi clicked on han meixin’s name. she immediately recognized her after taking a look at her 

weibo. 

this man was the long-haired designer she had met at the entrance of the interview building. 

at the time, han meixin was not on good terms with her, but luo chenxi did not take such a person to 

heart. she did not expect that han meixin would actually spread such obviously false news to the media 

and hype up such a piece of news! 

“what is han meixin thinking? was there something wrong with his brain? or … is there some other 

purpose behind this?” luo chenxi frowned. 

han mei’s revelation would bring her a lot of traffic from luo chenxi, fu jiatong, and the production team 

of ‘gorgeous turn’. it would be enough to turn an unknown designer like her into a well-known person. 



Chapter 1070: no wonder people always say that a good marriage is better than doing well! 

 

however, in the long run, it was not worth it. 

this was because it was strictly forbidden to record the interview and provide it to the reporters. 

just from the two photos that han meixin had provided, it was obvious that she had taken them sneakily 

and had messed them up. 

if word of this got out, other production teams or big companies would not dare to hire her anymore. 

luo chenxi pondered while she switched back to the news page. 

it had to be said that han meixin’s accusation of the film crew was very tricky. 

fu jiatong’s design was obviously much more outstanding than luo chenxi’s based on the two photos 

that were posted. 

even the designers who were auditioned for the job were biased in their opinion that fu jiatong’s design 

was avant-garde and exquisite. compared to luo chenxi, who was relatively old-fashioned and out of 

date, fu jiatong’s design was of a higher grade. 

for those unprofessional bystanders, it was even more impossible to distinguish the technical content. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

however, this entertainment weibo didn’t think that it was a big deal and opened a poll for netizens to 

choose who they would support. 

luo chenxi clicked on it and took a look. the result was as she had expected. 

more than 90% of the netizens had voted for fu jiatong. 

the comments below were even more unbearable to watch. 

“heavens! the clothes that xingchen had designed were simply an eyesore! what kind of outdated design 

was this? he actually had the nerve to bring it out! fu jiatong’s design is so beautiful, even a layman like 

me can tell. are the judges blind?” 

“i have to say, being rich and powerful gives you special privileges. to be able to become the design 

director with such a good design, no wonder people say that you’re better off married than doing well! 

after marrying a husband like young master mu, she can get any job she wants. even the daughter of the 

president’s house can’t compete with her!” 

“i’m so disappointed in director yan! i used to think that he was the only clear stream left in the 

entertainment industry. who knew that he would do such an unpresentable thing for a few money …” 

“haha, i believe that yan heng is a clear stream in the entertainment industry. are you still living in a 

dream? all crows in the world were black! it’s a pity that my favorite novel used such a high-level 

designer. you can imagine what the final result will be …” 



everyone was talking at the same time. 

some of them were truly feeling indignant for fu jiatong, but most of them were taking the opportunity 

to step on luo chenxi because they could not stand her. 

after all, she had snatched away the prince charming of so many people! 

it was already very enviable. 

who knew how many people were secretly hoping for her to be in trouble. 

luo chenxi browsed through a few comments before she closed her weibo. 

she thought for a moment and took out her phone. 

however, before she could dial, sheng yu called first. 

xingchen, do you know what happened to han meixin? ” 

“i’ve been in the office the whole day. i only found out about this when a group of reporters came to 

interview me,” luo chenxi said hastily. 

sheng xiao frowned, his expression cold. ” what? there are already reporters at SL holdings waiting for 

you? are you alright?” 

“i’m fine,” she said. luo chenxi denied hastily, ” did the production team get affected in any way? i’m 

very sorry to have caused so much trouble for the crew.” 

sheng yu was stunned. ” what are you talking about? it’s obvious that han meixin wasn’t satisfied after 

being eliminated and wanted to defame the crew. what does it have to do with you? your design is very 

good and there are no problems at all. it’s acknowledged by the judges.” 

luo chenxi shook her head.”no, i think i’m the target of this incident!” 

 


